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Multiple facets, communities and motivations

- collect
  - artifacts, oral history, documents, etc.
- curate
  - restoration, provenance, metadata, etc.
- clearance
  - legal framework (copyright, etc.)
- reproduction
  - emulation (sw/hw), recompilation, etc.
- presentation
  - scenarisation, historian perspective, etc.

A few generic common infrastructures

- Software Heritage (source code, SWHAP, Stories)
- EaaSI (emulation at your fingertips)
- Wikidata, Open Access repositories, Archives, etc.

Collaboration infrastructure for connecting communities

- legal organization, incentives, recognition, funding
- newsletter, mailing lists
- will come back to you (and all the event material will be on the event page (https://www.softwareheritage.org/news/events/swhap_days_2022/))

A unique opportunity

- UNESCO umbrella helps raising awareness about software's role in society
  - Support from MoW leadership
Thank you